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another issue is balance of power in the region. the united
states has no interest in balancing powers in the region and
afghan forces cannot hope to become a regional power in

their own right. it is part of the us strategy in the region that
pakistan should return to a balance of power that favors the

united states. this has been the reason for pakistan to
maintain a military relationship with india and to lean toward
that large country, while aligning strongly with saudi arabia
and the united arab emirates. the approach has had merit,

particularly with the emergence of a rising china, but it is an
unreliable and nonstrategic relationship to have. pakistan is a

smaller, weaker regional power, with no spare cash and no
neighbors with any interest in competing with it. this will
change when india is forced to develop the capability to
protect itself and develop a large economy. with india
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increasingly focused on china, there may be an opportunity
for pakistan to take advantage of this. yet, the likelihood of

pakistan developing the capability to alter the regional
balance of power substantially is low. whatever the outcome

of the election, the government will face a difficult task. imran
khan has important relationships in india and afghanistan,
and he will be opposed by a coalition led by khans brother
shahbaz sharif. assalamualaikkum plz help meim confused

still i dont know what is durood e sharif whenever i search in
internet i could see 1 to 10 duas (and each of one has the

separate names) tobe frank, is it all together known as
durood e sharif or is there a particular single dua known

darood e sharif very recently i came to know about the power
of this dua if it is not a single dua then i should learn the rest

duas also
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God blessed me to read Darood Sharif for 7 years and it's
really amazing. These Duroods has special charm to change

the personality of a person. It's should be it. I am now Durood
Shareef. Best Darood Shareef's collection I have to share with

you. I suggest you to use these durood for good. So don't
forget to download and share these duroods. Wazaif stands
for the very powerful amazing durood which you have seen
recently in your, we just searched for best durood shareef
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youtube there are millions of durood shareefs which performs
durood or Quran recitation for good, these are the ones which
you will love, make sure you download and read all of them,

these durood can change your life.. and make it durood
shareef. 1. I was at a spiritual level. I was very weak, tired

and depressed. My situation was no way better. Then, all of a
sudden, I remembered that I have been reciting darood
shareef for 7 years, but I had not yet memorized it. My
confusion was that, why should I memorize it? I didn't
understand why? 2. I couldn't recall how I had started.
However, I had never stopped. I started reading darood

shareef till I was no longer stuck. I was very excited and made
firm decisions. I was like a lioness of a spiritual community
who had not tasted any food for a very long time, and was
ready to fight. The rest of the evening, I was full of zeal and
passion. Wazaif or Wazifa is the repetition of words, clauses,
and sentences i.e., Names of Allah Asma Ul Husna, Names of
Beloved Prophet, Peace be upon Him, or other notions which
were performed by Aulia Allah, Darood Sharif, Ism E Azam.

These wazaif have powerful capability to transform one's self,
circumstances, or even chemistry of the things with the help

of ALLAH. Some Wazaif are extremely strong and requires
you to properly ground the 'current', therefore you must be
part of some Silsila (which shall act as a grounding system)

and have proper permission to perform these special Wazaif,
otherwise the results could be catastrophic. In case one has
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performed them without permission, should immediately start
Darood Shareef and stop all other wazaif. Darood Sharif acts
like first aid in grounding the excessive charge created by

strong wazaif. 5ec8ef588b
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